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But what’s Knit a Smile ?

You may not yet know Knit a smile? Here is a little catch-up session!
Knit a smile is a project launched in 2014 by the Rouen-based Citémômes association, which, 
as its name indicates, is dedicated to knitting! Fun, citizen and ambitious, it encompasses the 
Normandy region and beyond, and encourages anyone interested to participate in the realization 
of knitted artistic works. From yarn bombing (or yarn graffiti) to giant knitted paintings as part as 
the “Together we are Monet” challenge, as well as solidarity challenges, Knit a smile aims to foster 
relationships between people of different ages as well as between organizations, be they cultural, 
commercial, or medical.
Created in 2014 by a small group of knitters within the association, the impact of the knitting 
activity was confirmed in the course of our projects. It became obvious in 2016 with the creation 
of Suzanne, first participatory work made of little knitted squares, a reproduction of famous 
impressionist painter Claude Monet’s Woman with a Parasol, facing left. The following year saw the 
creation of The Bridge, our second giant knitted artwork, followed in 2019 by Water Lilies World 
Tour.
Right from the beginning of this project, a network of drop off sites for knitted squares was 
created, first in Normandy, then all over France… and beyond its borders! A growing number of 
Smile ambassadors works to spread the word about the project and share the magic of knitting.
This dynamic now allows us to establish national and international connections with one promise:
 1 square = 1 smile !

present

In the spotlight...
Here it is… our very first Knit a smile 
newsletter in English!
Our association’s visit to New York City 
this month of January 2020 for Vogue 
Knitting Live (where we will be showing 
our knitted version of Monet’s Water Lilies 
World Tour) seems like the perfect time 
to launch this little monthly newsletter.
Throughout the year, this newsletter will 
allow our public and participants around 
the world to stay informed of all our 
project news: our knitting challenges, our 
current and future works, the progress of 
our square counter, the opening of new 
drop-off sites or exhibit spaces of our 
Monet artworks. Are you ready to embark 
on a great trip with us all along the year?

 3,2,1... Smile !



The square counter : 0 0 0 0 0
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 In 2020, let’s dream !

Monet /  Water lillies
Here ends our tour of the artistic world undertaken throughout 2019: a world tour to the rhythm 
of Claude Monet’s Water Lilies. Water Lilies are a major work of the painter, his last series, and a 
universal symbol of peace. The 254 referenced works are spread over 5 continents in museums 
around the world. We have chosen to reproduce one painting per continent in order to create a 
special series and invite you to travel through this magical work.For this 3rd “Together we are Monet” piece, it is not one painting, but 5 that came to life. Brought 
together, they invite you to embark on a true world trip and discover museums located in all 
corners of the world.
Picked among the numerous works the series encompasses, the selected paintings were unveiled 
one by one during trade shows and festivals where we were able to exhibit. From Water Lilies 
at the Marmottan Museum in Paris to those of the San Francisco Legion of Honor Museum, the 
Mohamed Khalil Museum in Cairo, the Bridgestone Museum in Tokyo and the National Gallery of 
Australia in Canberra: 5 continents were in the spotlight!Smaller than our previous works, these new paintings are inspired by the format of Japanese 
prints that Money loved so much.Our Water Lilies World Tour will be unveiled for the first time ever to an international audience in 
New York City before going on tour throughout the year, hopefully stopping in each city where 
the original paintings were exhibited.  

Vogue knitting live à  New-York

Born 3 years ago with our first knitted work Suzanne, our American Dream 

continues today. This month, for its 10-year anniversary, Vogue Knitting Live 

honors us by inviting us to New York City for the 3rd time! We will unveil our 

Water Lilies World Tour to an international audience; we are very proud and 

feel that we are taking along our participants and our dear Normandy region! 

Vogue Knitting Live is an international knitting reference event, organized by 

Vogue Knitting Magazine; it started in 2009 and takes place annually at the 

Marriott Marquis Hotel in Times Square. Knitters from around the world attend 

each year to participate in a variety of classes, workshops, presentations and 

fashion shows arranged by professionals and celebrities of the knitting world, but 

also to replenish their yarn stash for the year’s projects. A very rich and varied 

program where yarn is in the spotlight from every angle! This year’s event will 

take place Jan. 16-19 and celebrate its 10th anniversary with 3 days of festivities, 

networking, and sharing between knitting enthusiasts at the heart of Manhattan. 

We hope to see many of you there!



RDV
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 2019 target reached and reset to 0 !
With us, the square meter is sacred! Updated each week, it allows us to follow the collection of our precious knitted squares throughout the year.At the end of last year, and with the seamless mobilization of our community and our many drop off sites, the annual counter reached 6 figures with a total of 100,147 little knitted squares collected around the world! We are delighted each day to find packages of knitted squares, letters and messages in our mailbox!

And now that we are in January, it’s time to reset the counter to 0! This year, we have not set a goal, but we are counting on you to make us dream – because you guessed it, we can never have enough squares!So, start, or continue, to use your left-over yarn and mail your 5cmx5cm or 10cmx10cm squares to the usual address. Do not forget to include your email address so that we may acknowledge receipt of your squares, and above all thank you!
Do you know or manage a yarn store, an association, a doctor’s office or a hair salon? Wherever you are, you can become or invite organizations open to the public to become a drop off site and join our Smile map! Because indeed… The magic of Knit A smile has no borders.

Lumi

You have probably already met him on our Facebook and Instagram accounts and maybe 

already follow his wild adventures! 

If not, we are happy to introduce Lumi, our dear mascot, an inquisitive and always 

cheerful globe trotter who will brighten your escapades and your social network.

It’s your turn to adopt Lumi by following the tutorial on our website! Only one 

condition: make him travel and discover the world by emailing us pictures or sharing 

them on social media with hashtags #lumi, #lumidujour #happylumi #lavielumi or 

#lumivoyage. We look forward to seeing your photos!

This month, and to start the year on the right foot, Lumi is delighted to take off for New 

York City in order to introduce Water Lilies World Tour and (re)discover the city where 

everything is possible! Follow his trip each day on our social media… Anecdotes and 

smiles are on the agenda each day!

Four years after the last edition of the Normandy Impressionist Festival and 
the Suzanne’s realization, our first participatory work in small knitted squares, 
the edition 2020 of the festival will mark the continuation of our adventure of 
thousands of squares, but also in a different form. After knitting... Time for the 
photo! This new project entitled «Impression sun colours» is, as its predecessor, 
a crazy wager to compose collective and giant works from photographs of 
moments captured on the spot by the eye and especially the camera or the 
telephone. Because if we don’t all know how to knit, we all have the power to 
detect, photograph and share those fleeting moments when colour and light 
are at the tip of their noses! Thus, from the launch of this ambitious project on 
the occasion of our trip to New York, everyone will be able to take part in it by 
instantly sharing their picture and the accompanying impression in a few words, 
by email or text message (with the possibility on whatsapp), via a dedicated 
address and number!
Colours hunters, it’s time to open your eyes !
- Pictures to send : 
07 49 03 80 28 (via whatsapp) or impressionsoleilcouleurs@gmail.com
- Learn more on the website : impressionsoleilcouleurs.com

A year under the sign of the colour



Ho w to par ticipate ?

Redaction committee january 2020 : Mathilde, Nicolas, Anais, Elise, Blandine
Association Citémômes - 11 rue du Moulinet 76000 Rouen - 02 76 08 72 67

There are many ways to join our beautiful «Knit a Smile» adventure :

1. Knit your most beautiful squares !
Sizes 5cmx5cm or 10cmx10cm, knit or crochet, we accept all colors and 
yarns! However, no stockinette or ribbing. For perfect squares, download the 
tutorial on our website knitasmile.com

2. Drop off or mail your squares!
You may drop off your little squares in the numerous sites available 
everywhere in France and abroad! Check-out our Smile map on our 
website, under “How to participate”. You may also mail your squares to our 
association Citémômes 11 rue du Moulinet, 76000 Rouen, France.

3. Become a drop off site!
Are you a store, an organization or association? Consider starting your 
own drop off site, collect squares and mail them to us later! Your only 
commitment? Ship us a minimum of 2 collections a year! Don’t hesitate to 
contact us for further info.

4. Create your own knitted artwork!
Would you like to start a knitting dynamic in your organization (association/
school/shop)? Join the Knit Me an Artwork adventure and realize your 
own collaborative painting in knitted squares! We offer several support 
options based on your budget as well as your abilities and wishes. For more 
information, contact us!

5. Follow us on social networks !
Join our Facebook, Instagram and Twitter communities and share our works, 
your packages of little squares before mailing, or the adventures of your 
Lumi… we will relay them. Don’t hesitate to share our news to help us grow 
our community!


